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Confusing topic of lens aperture can bring clarity to photographs

It is interesting how a
small hole can cause so
much confusion and make
many an amateur photographer’s eyes glaze over.
That hole when located inside the lens of a camera is
called an aperture and
controls how much light
comes through the lens.
The size of the aperture is
mechanically controlled
by a series of overlapping
metal blades called a diaphragm. The diaphragm
can quickly change the
size of the aperture from a
pinhole to the diameter of
the barrel that houses the
lens. The diaphragm is
built to stop at preset
sizes. As you close the diaphragm, each preset size
either doubles or cuts in
half the area of the opening in the diaphragm.
This all sounds simple
enough, but where the confusion begins is how a uniform system of measurement for that opening is expressed. Lenses are physically different from each
other. Some are so small
they could easily pass
through the barrel of a
larger lens. So using the actual area of the diaphragm
opening as a system of
measurement of how much
light is allowed to pass
through the diaphragm
would only be relevant to
identical lenses.
So a measurement system was developed that
could be used for all lenses.
It was determined that
there was a mathematical
ratio between the diameter
of the aperture and the focal length of the lens. (The
focal length is determined
by measuring where the
light entering the lens converges to the back of the
camera where the film or
sensor resides.) If you divided the focal length of
the lens by the diameter of
the aperture, you came up
with a measurement that
could be translated to different lenses. The quotient
of the equation was referred to as an f-number.
The f-number might actually refer to a differentsized opening among lenses but the amount of light
being let into the lens
would be the same.
And here is where the
confusion really starts,
there is no obvious numerical comparison in these
numbers, which are often
not even whole numbers.
And what really compounds the confusion is
that there is an inverse relationship of the numbers
to the size of opening. So a
small number represents
a large opening. An f-11
stop lets in twice as much
light as f-16. Confused yet?
In the days of old, when
exposures had to be set
manually, there was a
ring on the lens that controlled the size of the diaphragm. It would click
and stop at preset f-num-

bers. This is how the term
f-stop came into use.
As cameras became
more automatic, the controls changed, and most
of these settings would
be controlled electronically inside the camera.
This eliminated the more
straightforward understanding of how the camera functioned. Some introductory photography
classes still prefer using
old film cameras so the
student can get a better
understanding of how
the aperture process
works.
So now that you have
an understanding of what
the f-number is about, you
might be wondering what
is the significance. It
would seem like you
would want to let in as
much light as possible, so
the question would be,
what is the point of having
different sized openings.
There are several reasons.
The first is that your
camera, whether film or
digital, can only work
within a certain range of
light sensitivity, so the lens
aperture has to be opened
or closed to let in the right
amount of light to get the
correct exposure.
The second reason is
the lens opening has a direct correlation to how
much of the image is in
sharp focus. When you focus the lens, everything
that is the same distance
will also be focused, but
objects closer or further
away may not, depending
upon the amount the lens
diaphragm is open. An
analogy would be when
you have a lot of light your
vision becomes sharper.
This is because your eye
works very much the
same way as the aperture
in a lens. When there is
less light, the pupil or
aperture gets larger to let
in more light, but the
amount of area in sharp
focus reduces. This why
when we turn on a light to
see better, it is not just because more light is thrown
on the subject, it is also because your pupil constricts
and makes more things
come into focus. In photography, the amount of area
in focus is referred to as
the depth of field.
By controlling the
depth of field, you can use
the lens settings to make
everything in focus or
draw attention to a subject by making everything
else appear out of focus.
Camera manufacturers
have tried to make it eas-

NASA slashes space shuttle price

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Here’s a recession
bargain: the space shuttle. NASA has slashed the price
of these 1970s era spaceships from $42 million to $28.8
million apiece.
The shuttles are for sale once they quit flying, supposedly this fall.
When NASA put out the call to museums, schools and
others in December 2008, seeking buyers, about 20 expressed interest. NASA spokesman Mike Curie expects
more interest, what with the discount.
‘‘We’re confident that we’ll get other takers,’’ Curie
said Friday.
Discovery is already promised to the Smithsonian Institution’s National Air and Space Museum. Atlantis
and Endeavour are up for grabs. It’s possible that Enterprise, a shuttle prototype that never made it to space,
also will be available. Enterprise currently is at the
Smithsonian.
Curie said no decisions will be made before summer.
The new lower price is based on NASA’s estimate of
the cost for transporting a shuttle from Kennedy Space
Center to a major U.S. airport, and for displaying it indoors in a climate-controlled building. The travel cost
may vary based on location. NASA has moved up the delivery date to the latter half of 2011, instead of 2012.
Potential customers have until Feb. 19 to put in a request.
As for the space shuttle main engines, those are now
free. NASA advertised them for $400,000 to $800,000
each in December 2008, but no one expressed interest. So
now the engines are available, along with other shuttle
artifacts, for the cost of transportation and handling.
Assembly will be required, however.

er to control the use of the
aperture through aperture priority shooting
modes or program modes
such as Landscape or Portraits.
Each program
mode would have different
results in controlling how
much of the image is in
sharp focus.

PHOTOS PROVIDED

By choosing a small aperture, or a large numbered f-number everything can
be brought into focus, like in the photo at left. Using a large aperture, or a
small numbered f-number the background is blurred out drawing attention
to the subject, like in the photo at right.
To really see how this
works you need to explore
the different options for

changing your apertures
of your camera and test
them out. Fortunately if

you are shooting digital, it
does not cost you anything
to experiment.

